Learning cascaded shared-boost classifiers for part-based object detection.
This paper focuses on the problem of detecting a number of different class objects in images. We present a novel part-based model for object detection with cascaded classifiers. The coarse root and fine part classifiers are combined into the model. Different from the existing methods which learn root and part classifiers independently, we propose a shared-Boost algorithm to jointly train multiple classifiers. This paper is distinguished by two key contributions. The first is to introduce a new definition of shared features for similar pattern representation among multiple classifiers. Based on this, a shared-Boost algorithm which jointly learns multiple classifiers by reusing the shared feature information is proposed. The second contribution is a method for constructing a discriminatively trained part-based model, which fuses the outputs of cascaded shared-Boost classifiers as high-level features. The proposed shared-Boost-based part model is applied for both rigid and deformable object detection experiments. Compared with the state-of-the-art method, the proposed model can achieve higher or comparable performance. In particular, it can lift up the detection rates in low-resolution images. Also the proposed procedure provides a systematic framework for information reusing among multiple classifiers for part-based object detection.